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Put the volume at the end of me and treat,
The girlfriend next door, I'm ready to douche
Nice to meet you my name below, I know I miss you
Fits my type in your formula
Elli, I do not look, I'm what you're looking
Are you caught my love, the spider in the net
Elli, do not try to go, will not escape me
Away from me, you're lost, alone, scared.
Yes, my love for one another are molded
Without you need with me highly addicted.

Elli Kokkinou
Indeed I have lost my way
Indeed not to have overcome
Indeed in this phase
In fact I need urgent
Indeed ...
Indeed I need to urgently.

Underground
You know what I forgot, changed cartridge
The supposedly indifferent play, let me laugh ha ha
After all the recall and so on torture
And he says Sakis now begin the difficult
Now we change the rules, I will speak in pictures
The words stand for a moment, the centuries
documents
I sent you a picture, hug the two of us
To look at what you lose, but your side is not me
View So rotten in the glorious your past
Beside me happy like you lived your dream?
But if you lure a picture now, here, on a black
background
Would not a sad joke landscape.

Elli Kokkinou
Indeed I have lost my way
Indeed there have you overcome
Indeed in this phase
In fact I need urgent
Indeed ...
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In fact I need urgently.
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